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Did you miss my story yesterday about the Tea Party wanting to review Helena's gun law?
Tea Party wants City of Helena to review its gun law | KXLH.com | Helena, Montana
www.kxlh.com

Tuesday at 4:17pm · Like · Comment · Share
2 people like this.
Joe R Hula nope it was a good report
Tuesday at 4:21pm · Like
Michael A. Touchette I did, but just read it. What's your
opinion?
Tuesday at 4:45pm · Like
Shane Pierson Wow. I missed it. How did this law happen in
Montana in the first place?
Tuesday at 5:57pm · Like
Kristi Allen-Gailushas It needs to be reviewed.
Tuesday at 6:02pm · Like
Mary Ann Mackay the Tea Party is stepping way out of
bounds. They willwork all the angles possible on the "right to
bear arms."
Tuesday at 6:23pm · Like
Kevin Hamm Fine, we can review the law as soon a Tim
moves to the city and has legal standing.
Remember Kristi, I have guns too. I don't find the laws and
ordinances onerous, nor will changing them make Tim feel
safer in any way. Why waste the time and money with this?
Tuesday at 7:23pm · Like
Tim Ravndal Having the discussion and making decisions
after knowing all the facts is the best way to insure we live in
a free society. To pre-judge the issue before knowing the
facts is not beneficial to anyone.
Tuesday at 8:10pm · Like
Kevin Hamm You're assuming they had no discussion before
the ordinance was passed, Tim. You're wasting all our time,
money and energy because you have nothing better to do, not
because anything needs to change on this topic.
Wednesday at 2:41am · Like
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It's her birthday.
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MT Gay Men's Task Force
OUR MISSION Working
to provide sensitive,
appropriate,
comprehensive health
messages and
interventions aimed at
improving the lives.
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Find men like Brad at
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Facebook. Start
browsing now by
clicking here to join for
free.
HIV+ He Found Support
treathivnow.com
After his HIV positive
diagnosis, Patrick
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support of others. View
his story and others at
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Kristi Allen-Gailushas Don't be scerd Kevin.
14 hours ago · Like
Kevin Hamm I'm not "scerd", Kristi. I'm not the one who feels
the need to walk around the city of Helena armed for
armageddon. That'd be Tim and you. What are you afraid of,
my friend? Why do you feel the need to be armed when
shopping for groceries?
13 hours ago · Like
Kristi Allen-Gailushas Not afraid of anything, but just in
case it is my right to protect my family and my home. It is a
right given to us by the US Constitution as well as our
Montana State Constitution. This ordinance is only on law
abiding citizens. Let's a...
See More
12 hours ago · Like
Tim Ravndal Solid foundation for fact finding Kristi AllenGailushas. Giiving the people the venue to seek the facts
behind the onerous law. Also, kevin is right whereas I cannot
think of anything better to do than to spend my time
defending the Constitution for everyone.
12 hours ago · Like
Kevin Hamm The only reason people would be taking guns
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to school is if they are foolish enough to think that a gun
would solve anything. Let's arm kids, the same ones who
DAILY can't figure out how to be adults, because they ARE
kids, and see how wron...
See More
11 hours ago · Like
Kristi Allen-Gailushas Don't worry Kevin I wouldn't waste
the bullet or my time.
11 hours ago · Like
Kevin Hamm Ah, good to know. Glad to see proof that this
isn't about making us all safer, it's about your safety and your
safety alone. You see, while I'm glad you wouldn't waste the
bullet, the fact that you see saving someone, even someone
you don't...
See More
11 hours ago · Like
Write a comment...
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